First call for Papers
AMIS 2020 International Conference

The Faculty of Accounting and Management Information Systems of the Bucharest University of Economic Studies, Romania is organizing the

15th edition of the International Conference
Accounting and Management Information Systems (AMIS 2020)

to be held at
The Bucharest University of Economic Studies
on 30 September – 1 October 2020

Papers are invited in the broad areas of financial accounting, managerial accounting, accounting education, auditing, financial analysis, management information systems, and business law. Authors are invited to submit theoretical and empirical contributions. All submissions will be double-blind refereed by an international scientific panel.

Submission details
In order to be considered for the conference, intending authors are invited to only submit full papers in English by 5 July 2020 via the online submission system of the Conference. Abstracts will not be considered. The outcome of the review process will be communicated to authors by 16 August 2020. Conference participants should register for the conference before 6 September 2020. Early registrations are possible and encouraged. Further information will be available on www.amis.ase.ro as soon as possible.

Conference proceedings
Electronic conference proceedings, containing only the papers presented during the conference, will be submitted to Clarivate Analytics (formerly ISI Thomson Reuters) for evaluation for inclusion in the Conference Proceedings Citation Index after the conference. Proceedings of prior editions have been accepted for inclusion. Exclusion of presented papers from the prepared conference proceedings is possible, upon author request.

Publication outlet
An option for fast-track review will be given to intending authors at the Journal of Accounting and Management Information Systems (JAMIS). JAMIS is covered and indexed in prestigious international databases and catalogues such as EBSCO and ProQuest, and in various national and university rankings (in France, Poland or Italy). For details regarding the Journal please see www.jamis.ase.ro.

For further queries please visit www.amis.ase.ro regularly and do not hesitate to contact the conference organizers at amis@cig.ase.ro.

We are looking forward to meeting you in Bucharest in September 2020!
Special event associated with AMIS 2020

IAAER ACCA Central and Eastern European Emerging Accounting Scholars Research Workshop

The International Association for Accounting Education and Research (IAAER) and the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) will hold their annual Central and Eastern European Emerging Accounting Scholars Research Workshop in Bucharest, Romania on 28-29 September 2020. The objectives of the workshop are to provide emerging scholars from Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) with feedback on their research proposals and to help develop their research skills. Representatives of IAAER will select the research projects to be presented during the workshop and will attend the workshop to provide comprehensive feedback and guidance to the participants. Preference will be given to doctoral students and early career researchers. However, the workshop is open to all emerging accounting scholars holding or pursuing a terminal degree that are affiliated with higher education institutions in the CEE countries and are committed to improving their research skills capacity.

The workshop will begin with a light lunch Monday September 28 and run all day Tuesday September 29 2020. On Monday afternoon internationally recognized scholars will lead sessions designed to increase participants’ research skills (for example, discussing/reviewing a research paper, basic research design issues). Participants will be expected to study several assigned readings to prepare for these sessions. Various funding opportunities will be available for workshop presenters.

An extended call for research proposals and participation will be posted to the www.amis.ase.ro and the www.iaaer.org websites. For further information, please email Professor Donna Street at dstreet1@udayton.edu.

Deadline for proposal submission: 15 March 2020
Preliminary selection decisions advised and written feedback: 1 May 2020
Deadline to resubmit revised proposals and response to reviewers: 1 July 2020
Final acceptances advised: 1 August 2020